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The clocks have gone back, Winter is well on its way and the last bank holiday feels like decades
ago... if you've been pressing snooze one too many times in the morning, we're here to add a bit
of zing to the start of your day with our Rise & Shine Box. We have a set of eye treatment pads
infused with 24k gold to help with dark circles and puffy eyes, a stylish and sustainable bamboo
travel cup by Lisa Angel for your morning coffee and a delicious bar of Crunchy Biscuit Milk
Chocolate by The Chocolate Society.

The Rise & Shine Box

Lisa Angel Bamboo Travel Cup

Single use coffee cups are now almost as frowned upon as plastic
water bottles, with many coffee shops encouraging us to fill our own
reusable cups when we order our takeaway coffee. For our Rise &
Shine Box we've chosen a terrazzo design cup by Lisa Angel, made
from renewable bamboo fibre with a heat protective band and a plug
to help prevent spillages. And if you love the design we have a
matching thermos flask in our shop! 

From their professional chocolate kitchen in the rolling Somerset
countryside, The Chocolate Society produce beautifully handcrafted
chocolate, including bars, truffles and even a box of the month
subscription.
 
We considered including a coffee chocolate in our Rise & Shine Box but, as
we suspected, it had a very mixed response when we asked your opinions

Set of 5 Dr. Eve_Ryouth 24k Gold+ Antioxidant

Hydrating Eye Treatrment Pads

Dark circles and puffy eyes are a bugbear for most of
us, particularly when the juggle of work, family and life in
general mean we rarely get our full 8 hours at night.
 
Dr. Eve_Ryouth's eye treatment pads are here to save
the day! Infused with antioxidant and moisturising
ingredients including 24k gold and provitamin B5, place
these pads under your eyes for 10 to 15 minutes while
they work their magic, leaving you with hydrated, de-
puffed eyes ready to face the day.

The Chocolate Society Crunchy Biscuit Milk Chocolate

on Instagram! Instead we've chosen The Chocolate Society's delicious Crunchy Biscuit Milk
Chocolate bar - because you always need a biscuit alongside your morning tea or coffee!


